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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

Martin County Administrative Building 
Growth Management Conference Room 
2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, FL  34996 

www.martinmpo.com 
(772) 221-1498 

 
Wednesday, September 6, 2017 @ 9:00am 

 
AGENDA 

 
ITEM ACTION 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER  
 
2. ROLL CALL 
 
3. APPROVE AGENDA APPROVE 
 
4. APPROVE MINUTES APPROVE 

• Regular Meeting – May 3, 2017 
• Regular Meeting - June 7, 2017 

 
5. AGENDA ITEMS 

A. FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (FDOT) 
PRESENTATION – RECONSTRUCTION OF  
SR76/KANNER HIGHWAY FROM WEST OF PRATT  
WHITNEY ROAD TO JACK JAMES DRIVE  APPROVE 
 

B. UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM (UPWP)/ 
MPO AGREEMENT AMENDMENT  APPROVE 
 

C. FDOT PRESENTATION – SR714 WIDENING FROM 
CITRUS BLVD. TO MARTIN DOWNS BLVD.                          INFORMATION  

 
 
6. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
 
7. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 
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8. NEXT MEETING 

October 2, 2017 - Joint Advisory Committee at 1:30 p.m. 
 
9. ADJOURN 
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
CITIZENS’ ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

Martin County Administration Building 
Growth Management Conference Room 

2401 SE Monterey Road 
Stuart, FL  34996 
(772) 221-1498 

www.martinmpo.com 
Wednesday, May 3, 2017 - 9:00 a.m. 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

The meeting was brought to order by the Chair Amy Eason at 9:04 a.m. 
 
2. ROLL CALL  

 
Members in Attendance: 
Amy Eason, Chair 
Sheila Kurtz, Vice Chair (Arrived at 9:14 AM) 
Stephen Driver 
Saadia Tsaftarides 
Dan Parz 
John Patteson 
Trent Steele (Arrived at 9:10) 
 
Members Excused: 
Al Zilg  
 
Members Absent 
Ann Kagdis (Late notice) 
 
Staff in Attendance: 
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator 
Margaret Brassard, Administrative Assistant III 
Bolivar Gomez, Planner 
Alice Bojanowski, Planner 
Ricardo Vazquez, Senior Associate Planner 
 
Others in Attendance: 
None. 
 
A quorum was present for this meeting. 
 

3. APPROVE AGENDA   
A motion to approve the Agenda was made by Ms. Saadia Tsaftarides which was 
seconded by Mr. Stephen Driver.  Seeing no objections, the motion passed 
unanimously.   
 

4. APPROVE MINUTES 
Mr. John Patteson  made  a motion which  was  seconded by Saadia Tsaftarides  to 
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approve the minutes from the February 8, 2017 meeting. No additions or 
corrections were forthcoming.  The motion passed unanimously.  
 

5. AGENDA ITEMS 
A. DRAFT FY2017/18-FY2021/22 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT 

PROGRAM (TIP) DRAFT FY2017/18-FY2021/22 TRANSPORTATION 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP) 
Ms. Alice Bojanowski introduced herself as being with the MPO and the presenter of 
the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).  She stated that the TIP is the five 
year transportation plan which is annually updated with each year moving forward 
allowing for the fifth year to provide for the next set of Project Priorities.  She 
presented slides beginning with the fiscal year (FY) 2017/18 through FY20121/22, 
reminding the committee that this is a comprehensive list of all projects with 
regional significance, having Federal or State funding and are priority projects.  Ms. 
Bojanowski advised that this Plan is consistent with the 20 year Long Range 
Transportation Plan (LRTP), the Florida Department of Transportation’s (FDOT’s) 
Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) as well as the Public Involvement Plan (PIP) all 
of which, are required to be consistent.  She noted that the Plan is fiscally 
constrained to ensure project funding and must receive public input/review which is 
provided through meetings such as this one.  Ms. Bojanowski discussed the layout 
beginning with the Outline which consists of an overview of the Major Projects; 
project selections and prioritization process as well as the PIP.  She said the 
Appendices which includes the project sheets, delineates complete project 
information from funding source, amounts, project location/limits, timelines and all 
information regarding that project.  Ms. Bojanowski showed the MPO Process 
diagram indicating that the annual process is continual, beginning with the List of 
Priority Projects (LOPP) being presented to FDOT, who reviews same drafting the 
Tentative Work Program and presents it to each committee/MPO Board for public 
input.  After presenting the draft TIP, obtaining comments the Final TIP is presented 
for adoption consisting of those comments, which begins the next year’s cycle.  
Today, she continued, staff is seeking approval of the Draft TIP to move forward to 
the Board for approval so the Final may be anticipated to be approved in June.  Ms. 
Bojanowski explained the importance of public outreach, from being on both the 
MPO and the Interactive TIP Tool websites, in the libraries, in the newspapers and at 
meetings.  She provided a timetable for this process noting where it is today leading 
up to the adoption by the MPO Board.  Seeing no questions Ms. Eason requested 
that a motion for approval be made.   
 
Mr. Stephen Driver made a motion to approve the Draft TIP.  The motion was 
seconded by Mr. Trent Steele.  The vote was called and the motion passed 
unanimously.   
 

B. 2040 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP) AMENDMENT – 
FEC RAILROAD/MONTEREY ROAD GRADE SEPARATION 
Ms. Beth Beltran stated that this item has two parts:  The first is the presentation 
which the committee heard last month at the Joint Advisory Committee meeting.  
She mentioned that the committees heard the presentation from Mr. Jeff Weidner 
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regarding the grade separation along the corridor.  She advised that the presentation 
was provided to the MPO Policy Board who accepted the committee’s 
recommendations and added that moving forward they wanted an amendment to the 
Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) that identifies the grade separation at the 
Monterey Road crossing.  She stated that they understand that there are issues at the 
airport but they also understand that the State will have that project in their 2045 
Unfunded Needs Plan for the SIS.  Ms. Beltran advised that it does have State 
support and informed the committee that a Project Development and Engineering 
(PD&E) study is an engineering study, not a planning study like a feasibility study, 
that looks at land use, the airport issues and is an in-depth study to answer the 
necessary questions that have been asked.  She said that this item is before you again 
to approve the amendment and ask for your concurrence with the PD&E study.  Ms. 
Beltran said that the second part of this item is that the MPO had a Federal Audit 
recently which was followed by a public meeting.  She said that they want to see the 
TIP projects in the long range plan, inclusive of the costs.  Ms. Beltran stated that the 
philosophy between the two plans differ greatly as the TIP is a budget that has 
projects that can be funded, whereas the LRTP is a planning tool with costs 
estimates based on projections.  She said that she inquired of the auditors why we 
have to do two plans if we have to add the TIP to the LRTP.  Ms. Beltran said that it 
is a new requirement and this modification needs to be included to indicate the 
additions to the LRTP that need to be made.  Mr. Dan Parz asked what information 
is wanted in the LRTP.  Ms. Beltran said that they want the TIP that was adopted at 
the time that the LRTP was adopted. She clarified that the LRTP was adopted in 
December of 2015 whereas the TIP was adopted in FY 2015/16, which means all the 
projects in that TIP will basically be the appendices for the LRTP, to show what 
projects were funded at that time, adding that she’s not positive why this is being 
done.  Ms. Eason noted that the LRTP is reviewed every five years and the TIP is 
annual, maybe it’s to ensure what is in the plan.  There were no additional 
discussions or questions so the chair inquired if there would be a motion to approve 
the 2040 LRTP amendment-the FEC Railroad/Monterey Road Grade Separation.   
 
A motion to approve the 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
amendment-FEC Railroad/Monterey Road Grade Separation was made by Mr. 
Trent Steele which was seconded by Mr. Steven Driver.  Seeing no objections, 
the motion carried unanimously.   

 
6. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Ms. Beltran advised that since the joint meeting the MPO held a Safety campaign and she 
asked Mr. Bolivar Gomez to inform the committee of this event.  Mr. Bolivar Gomez said 
that recently the Bicycle Pedestrian Safety Action Plan (BPSAP) was adopted and a noted 
recommendation was to conduct a safety awareness campaign for high pedestrian/cyclist 
traffic volume areas one of which being Golden Gate.  He advised the committee that the 
MPO staffed a safety campaign at the corner of Indian Street and Old Dixie Highway 
partnering with a couple of other agencies.  Mr. Gomez said that South Florida Commuter 
Services (SFCS) provided signs with the Alert Today Alive Tomorrow Slogan, bike lights 
and bi-lingual safety information to give away.  He said that within a two hour span, they 
spoke to approximately 48 individuals walking or biking.  He said the campaign was 
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successful noting that Ms. Saadia Tsaftarides helped promote the event by going to local 
businesses.  Mr. Parz inquired as to the day of the week that this was performed.  Ms. 
Tsaftarides responded it was a Friday, which is a busy day with families walking to Walmart.  
Mr. Gomez said that people come from every direction at that intersection.  It was learned 
that FDOT sent someone to stand at the railroad crossing to promote Operation LifeSaver 
and inform people of rail safety.  Ms. Bojanowski showed a picture from that event which is 
located on the cover of the MPO’s recently approved TIP.  There was miscellaneous 
discussion regarding a recent sighting of the All Aboard Florida (AAF) train station in West 
Palm Beach, Florida.  Ms. Beltran reassured Mr. Parz that the grade separation planning 
study is not about AAF, it’s about all transportation movement in that corridor inclusive of 
the anticipated increase of freight traffic as well as the effect on the air space.  Discussion 
ensued as to the possibility of Grumman Road being used for the grade separation noting the 
cost and lesser community impact to which Ms. Beltran acknowledged that it is slated as a 
back-up location.  She added that issues include that it is a privately owned road and not 
being a State facility the costs would be locally shouldered.  Discussion ensued about traffic 
back-ups on both Monterey Road and Indian Street stretching into US 1 during train 
crossings with increased train lengths.  It was suggested to have a sign advising drivers to not 
turn if traffic is backed up or have the green arrow deactivated when congestion exists to 
prevent impeding the north/south traffic on US 1.   
 

7. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 
None. 
 

8. NEXT MEETING  
CAC meeting June 7, 2017 at 9:00 AM  
 

9. ADJOURN 
A motion by Mr. Dan Parz was made to adjourn the meeting.  The motion to adjourn 
was seconded by Mr. Stephen Driver.  There were no objections, the motion passed 
unanimously and the meeting adjourned at 9:46 AM. 

 
 
 
 
Recorded and Prepared by: 
 
 
______________________________________________  ________________________ 
Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Specialist III   Date 
 
Approved by: 
 
 
_______________________________________________  _________________________ 
Amy Eason, Chair       Date  
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
CITIZENS’ ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

Martin County Administration Building 
Growth Management Conference Room 

2401 SE Monterey Road 
Stuart, FL  34996 
(772) 221-1498 

www.martinmpo.com 
Wednesday, June 7, 2017 - 9:00 a.m. 

 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

The meeting was brought to order by Ms. Ann Kagdis in the absence of the chair at 
9:04 AM 

 
2. ROLL CALL  

Members in Attendance: 
Sheila Kurtz, Vice Chair (Arrived at 9:12 AM) 
Stephen Driver 
Saadia Tsaftarides 
Dan Parz 
John Patteson 
Ann Kagdis 
 
Members Excused: 
Amy Eason, Chair 
Al Zilg 
Trent Steele  
 
Members Absent 
None 
 
Staff in Attendance: 
Margaret Brassard, Administrative Assistant III 
Ricardo Vazquez, Senior Associate Planner 
Bolivar Gomez, Planner II 
Alice Bojanowski, Senior Planner 
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator 
 
Others in Attendance: 
Karen Ostrand, Mayor, Town of Ocean Breeze 
Jeff Weidner, Marlin Engineering 
 
A quorum was present for this meeting. 
 

3. APPROVE AGENDA 
 
Mr. Stephen Driver made a motion to approve the Agenda.  Mr. Dan Parz 
provided a second.  Seeing no objections, the motion passed unanimously.   
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4. AGENDA ITEMS 
A. FINAL DRAFT FY2017/18-FY2021/22 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT 

PROGRAM (TIP) 
Ms. Alice Bojanowski reminded the committee that this is a five year plan update which 
is performed annually and this committee reviewed the Draft at their last meeting.  This, 
she said, is the Final Draft which includes the changes and comments provided by each 
committee. We are now seeking approval to go before the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (MPO) Board for adoption.  Ms. Bojanowski stated that this cyclical 
process begins with the List of Project Priorities (LOPP) which goes to the Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT).  FDOT determines what is cost feasible and 
delineates the projects into the Draft Tentative Work Project which is presented to the 
MPO Board in December, then the Draft TIP is provided to the committees for comments 
and after approval of the Final Draft is adopted in June/July by the MPO Board.  This 
advances the projects and begins the cycle again. Ms. Bojanowski explained that there 
were a couple of changes to the TIP since the prior Draft; there were a few improvements 
to some project sheets and a missing project was added.  Ms. Beltran clarified that this 
particular project is FDOT’s, it’s a segment on Kanner Highway from west of Pratt 
Whitney Road/State Road (SR) 96 to west of the I-95 Interchange. (Ms. Shelia Kurtz, Vice Chair, 

arrived.) She noted that Alternatives for this intersection were presented to the committees a 
couple of years ago when they were proposing a roundabout.  Ms. Beltran advised that 
there are a couple of schools in that area as well as a lot of truck traffic from the west so 
FDOT needs to know if the locals preferred a signalized intersection or a roundabout.  
Ms. Beltran advised that the project had been placed on hold and no public hearing was 
held, but now FDOT has revived this project so a public hearing needs to be held prior to 
going forward or presenting it to the MPO Board.  She advised that since the project was 
pulled, it wasn’t included in the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and nothing can 
be done on this project until it is in the LRTP.  Ms. Beltran said that the project is in the 
approved proposed TIP [budget] and if the committee is satisfied with the TIP except for 
that additional project, the TIP may be approved with that exception.  However, staff is 
suggesting that the committee request FDOT to return to the committees and make a 
status presentation after the public meeting is held to have comments included prior to 
presenting to the Board.  Ms. Beltran said that there will still be the same concerns 
regarding the project that were discussed two years ago so it needs to go through the 
public review for a determination as to what should happen.   Ms. Beltran clarified that 
phases have been funded but construction cannot begin until it is identified in the MPO’s 
LRTP.  Mr. John Patteson expressed concern adding that FDOT should speak with the 
firm in Indiantown that runs the citrus trucks, the nearby church as well as the schools 
that would be directly affected.  He said that he wasn’t convinced that a roundabout 
would be conducive for that area given those factors.  Mr. Patteson said if people were to 
watch the truck traffic pass through some of the existing roundabouts they would see the 
tightness of the areas.  Ms. Beltran advised that it’s documented that FDOT had advised 
that a public meeting would be held, but it has yet to transpire.  Ms. Ann Kagdis stressed 
the importance of the public meeting being held in the area of the proposed intersection 
to promote increased attendance, though it doesn’t preclude others from attending.  Ms. 
Bojanowski provided a chart with the timeline of activities involving the TIP showing 
that the anticipated review and final approval is slated for the Public Hearing on June 19, 
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2017 before the MPO Policy Board.  She provided the website information for the 
Interactive TIP Tool advising that she will take questions.  Ms. Beltran requested that the 
TIP be approved as it is the budget but pending the comments from the Public Hearing.  
Mr. Patteson added that a number of horse trailers also travel that route so those owners 
should be contacted.  Ms. Beltran said that the motion should be fairly specific and she is 
confident that the MPO’s motion will be equally specific.   
 
Mr. Dan Parz motioned to approve the Transportation Improvement Program 
(TIP) subject to the comments gleaned from FDOT’s upcoming Public Hearing 
which should be held in the vicinity of the proposed intersection, with specific 
notices going out to the agricultural company in Indiantown, the schools and the 
church.  The motion was seconded by Ms. Saadia Tsaftrides.  There were no 
objections and the motion passed unanimously.   
 

B. FEC RAILROAD GRADE SEPARATION STUDY 
Ms. Beltran introduced Mr. Jeff Weidner from Marlin Engineering to make this 
presentation.  She advised that he has made this presentation all over the County to 
various agencies and she suggested discussing what is entailed in or makes up a 
feasibility study.  Mr. Weidner said that he’s been involved in many conversations 
regarding the need for a grade separation in Martin County.  He commented that there are 
26 at grade crossings which means rail traffic runs at the same level as road traffic. Mr. 
Weidner said that there is a separation in Hobe Sound below US 1 (in JDSP) and even 
one on the South side of the Roosevelt Bridge for a total of 28 crossings.  He advised that 
“feasibility” is the ability to improve safety, have better connectivity from east and west 
sides of the roadway, or limit community impacts.  He gave an example of community 
impacts: a major impact to most of downtown Stuart if Colorado Avenue was elevated.  
Some crossings, Mr. Weidner said, were so small that it wouldn’t make sense as it 
wouldn’t benefit the community, so the list was narrowed down to ten alternatives to 
determine the viability and cost justification.  He mentioned the robust discussion held at 
the Joint Advisory Committee Meeting and the roadway crossings selection was 
narrowed to Monterey Road and Indian Street, with a new crossing at the airport as an 
alternative if Monterey couldn’t work.  Mr. Weidner advised that they took this 
information to the MPO Board and they advised that Monterey Road and Indian Street 
should be the roadway options. He said that the two pedestrian/bicycle crossovers were 
discussed, one in Golden Gate the other in downtown Stuart.  He showed the timeline for 
the projects.  Mr. Weidner informed that the third Stakeholder Advisory Team meeting 
had a specific group of people from emergency services, engineering and the City of 
Stuart.  He noted a robust discussion as to the time it would take to get to the hospital 
with roads being blocked by a train.  Mr. Weidner advised that the end of the study is 
near and they will be going to the Board to document the final report. He added that this 
is not an endorsement of any particular crossing; it simply documents the impacts of each 
location.  He said that they ended up with four crossings, two for pedestrian/bicycle, in 
the Golden Gate area and in downtown Stuart, and two roadway crossings: Indian Street 
and Monterey Road.  Mr. Weidner reminded that the roadway crossings will also include 
bike/ped facilities.  He delineated the various opportunities and challenges for each 
location. 
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For Indian Street, he noted significant impacts due to loss of driveways including to a few 
homes, but on a positive note this will reduce the annual number of crashes in that 
location with great long term affects.  Some of the challenges though, are very significant 
right-of-way (ROW) impacts. Using visual aids, he showed how the roadways [Indian 
Street and Dixie Highway] would ascend eliminating roadway entry for the homes and 
businesses in the area.  Mr. Dan Parz asked if Railroad Avenue would be closed or raised.  
Mr. Weidner said no, but that three properties would lose value due to their lack of access 
to Dixie Highway, so they were included in the cost estimate for the ROW. He added that 
this was not a popular proposal due to the significant impacts to all four intersection 
corners.  He said normally grade separations have significant impact to adjacent property 
and it would cost approximately $84 million, with a 2.1 cost benefit due to the safety 
savings.  Ms. Saadi Tsaftarides stated that the community will not be in favor of this 
alternative.  Mr. Weidner said that there are other concepts, but this would be most likely. 
 
Monterey Road, Mr. Weidner said, would be depressed. They did a concept leaving the 
left and right turns at-grade but they learned there was really no benefit; however impacts 
are being documented for feasibility.  Mr. Patteson inquired as to the amount of time the 
roads would be blocked per hour with the prediction of train traffic, if the crossings 
remain at-grade.  Mr. Weidner said that trains could be upward of two miles long and in 
the event of a stoppage it may block three or four crossings in Martin.  Mr. Patteson 
suggested an access avenue that was exclusively for Emergency Medical Service (EMS) 
vehicles adding that this should be done in stages.  Mr. Weidner said that is an idea but 
there are other issues to take into consideration: from safety considerations, evacuation, 
to height restrictions.  Mr. Patteson mentioned that statewide it would seem that trains 
could be told to cease during evacuation periods and should All Aboard Florida (AAF) go 
belly up, all this expensive infrastructure will be in place.  Mr. Weidner clarified that this 
study is being considered due to the increase in freight, not AAF.  Freight trains can be 
long possibly stretching up to four miles, and a two mile train could take ten plus 
minutes.  Passenger trains are only a few cars long with minimal stop time.  He added 
that as the train slows to cross over the river, with a two mile train a couple of 
intersections could be blocked.  Mr. Patteson added that it could help if the stoplights 
were adjusted on roads like Monterey or Indian Street to prevent people from getting a 
left turn signal, turning and blocking roadways like US 1 when there’s already stopped 
traffic.  This could eliminate congestion by allowing the through traffic to be able to 
continue.  Mr. Weidner referred to a 15 year old FDOT study of Monterey Road adding 
that this is the third time this review has been made.  He advised that in 2002, four 
alternatives were reviewed, which he showed with slides.  There were two at-grade 
Alternatives (2A and 2B). Alternative 3 showed some directions at-grade while others 
were elevated, and Alternative 4 shows a tunnel. However, an at-grade left turn would 
have to be made to go to the hospital, so the last two alternatives would still be delayed 
by a train if going to the hospital, providing no benefits.  Mr. Weidner detailed Proposal 
2A for Monterey Road, showing the elevation beginning just east of US 1.  To get to 
Palm Beach Road, it would eliminate four houses and a new road would have to be 
constructed.  He advised that they chose to look more at this alternative but with a 
depressed roadway.  Mr. Weidner showed a picture of a depressed roadway in Miami-
Dade County for the Florida East Coast (FEC) Railroad crossing which has 79 trains a 
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day.  He advised that the two-lane each direction depression goes under the FEC Railroad 
and Dixie Highway and comes up east of Dixie Highway.  He expressed concerns noting 
if the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidelines are not followed in that area that 
there could be severe consequences.  If the guidelines on Monterey Road are adhered to, 
it could be eligible for Federal funding since it is a State Road on the Strategic Intermodal 
System (SIS) System, with a statewide pot of funds.  He said it could greatly impact local 
projects if the Federal funds could not be used.  With this alternative, there is no impact 
west of US 1, plus back-ups from the two nearest signals due to the railroad will be 
eliminated in that the eastbound traffic will by-pass the light at Dixie Highway while 
access to the Shopping Center at the southeast corner of Monterey Road and US 1 will be 
eliminated.  In order to access that shopping center heading west on Monterey, one must 
turn south on US 1, turn east at the next light on Grumman Road then into the plaza.  Mr. 
Weidner explained that near the end of the airport runway, there currently exists a signed 
U-Turn on Monterey Road which may be used as the emergency vehicle access toward 
Palm Beach Road en route to the hospital.  He delineated the opportunities as well as the 
challenges noting that there will be operating costs. A pump will have to be installed to 
ensure that the road depression doesn’t flood during rain.  Overall, Mr. Weidner said that 
the costs would be $68.5 million which is less than Indian Street, with a greater cost 
benefit being 3.7.  He explained to Mr. Patteson that through traffic only will go into the 
depressed roadway, left or right turns will remain at-grade but the emergency vehicles 
can get to Palm Beach Road via the U-Turn and not have to wait for the train at Dixie 
Highway.  Mr. Weidner explained to Mr. Patteson that the SIS roads are the most 
important roadways in the State and the FEC Railroad is an unopposed SIS rail facility.  
He said that SIS funds could fund this at 100%; they are [competitive] statewide and they 
are not allocated by population. They fund the best projects in the State.  FDOT funds are 
based on population, with District Four being the largest [population] in the state. Those 
state funds would not be impacted by funding this project on Monterey Road.  Ms. 
Beltran suggested that the Federal legislation Fixing America’s Surface Transportation 
ACT (FAST ACT) has identified additional freight funds.  This may have some Federal 
funds attached to it but it would be separate funds from what we normally receive.  She 
stated that what is in the LRTP is currently in the TIP and these funds would be totally 
separate.  Mr. Patteson asked if the difference between Indian Street and Monterey is that 
Indian Street would have to be funded with State and local funds; Ms. Beltran affirmed. 
Discussion ensued regarding what is entailed in building in this area.   
 
Mr. Weidner noted that the next alternative is Golden Gate, where there have been 24 
bike and three pedestrian crashes in the past five years on Dixie Highway.  He said that 
four cameras were installed on Railroad Avenue to view the activities.  There were 
people crossing the tracks all along the corridor and in a three day period there were 58 
pedestrians and 75 bicycles.  He advised that the cameras on Indian Street showed that 42 
pedestrians and 51 bicycles used the track area to cross the roadway while eight 
pedestrian and 29 bicycles were viewed crossing Commerce Avenue.  Mr. Weidner 
showed the concept proposal for the pedestrian crossing in the Golden Gate area.  He 
noted that it is typically difficult to get people to use crossovers.  He detailed the area, the 
location of the pedestrian signal, where the stairs would be, as well as an ADA ramp 
(Americans with Disabilities), stating that this location was chosen because there is a 
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canal that blocks the ROW so it is the first opportunity to cross the railroad tracks to go to 
Publix or Walmart.  It was learned that on the west side of the tracks the property with 
two buildings is owned by one company.  Mr. Weidner highlighted the opportunities and 
challenges of the location.  He added that the cost would be approximately $3.7 million 
with a cost benefit of 42.9.  Currently, Mr. Weidner said, there have been no fatalities on 
the railroad tracks in Martin County though currently there are only 12 trains a day, but 
that number will be increasing.  He said from information conservatively calculated from 
a neighboring area that it is estimated that within the next 20 years one person may be 
killed on the tracks which explains the cost benefit.  He is of the opinion that over time 
the benefits will exceed the costs.   
 
Mr. Weidner continued to the public space crossover in downtown Stuart. He said at the 
existing crossing, there were 1,556 pedestrians and 312 bikes while on Colorado Avenue 
there were 2,124 pedestrians and128 bikes.  He suggested that in an effort to attract 
people to use this space it could become a [50’ x 100’] elevated “Pedestrian Plaza” as a 
link between parking, restaurants and shopping.  On this plaza, there could be local art 
exhibits, festivals, music; the opportunities are endless.  He suggested an elevator as well 
as a stairwell which could connect directly to the proposed parking garage.  Mr. Weidner 
provided a picture of a similar design in New York City [the Highline], with people 
milling around, as well as an underpass in Alabama decorated with lights to make the 
place a fun, desirable destination for hosting weddings and events.  Martin could get an 
architectural firm to complete these projects as they will make the projects beautiful as 
well as functional.  Mr. Weidner said that this alternative would cause the loss of four 
existing parking spaces but also leads to the Park N Ride Lot as well as the potential 
parking garage.  He advised that the anticipated costs would be $3.7 million with an 
assumed cost benefit of 34.0, calculated conservatively again with one death.  There was 
discussion regarding a parking garage, the need for additional parking in the Downtown 
Stuart area and the potential benefits.   
 
Mr. Weidner stated that this will be presented to the MPO Policy Board on June 19, 2017 
and if it is approved the Final Report can be expected in July.  Ms. Beltran advised that 
staff is seeking approval to forward this to the Board for consideration or discussion.  
 
Mr. John Patteson made a motion to approve and forward the FEC Grade 
Separation Study to the MPO Policy Board with comments.  Mr. Weidner said the 
minutes from this meeting could be attached.  The motion was seconded by Mr. 
Stephen Driver.  The motion was called and it passed unanimously.   
 

C. 2040 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP) AMENDMENT – FEC 
RAILROAD/MONTEREY ROAD GRADE SEPARATION  
Ms. Beltran explained that this results from the MPO Board meeting discussion after the 
presentation from Mr. Weidner, stating that they had similar concerns or questions that 
are not addressed in the planning study or Feasibility Study but which would be fully 
addressed in a Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Study.  She said that the 
Board was specifically interested in Monterey Road not just for the location, but as it is a 
State Road it would be Federally funded making the costs totally separate from the 
MPO’s current project funds.  Because of this, the Board requested that the LRTP be 
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amended to include PD&E Studies for the FEC Railroad Corridor.  She provided a 
picture of the text change in the LRTP Chapter Seven which addresses SIS Facilities 
noting that they added “rail crossings” to the FEC Corridor.  Ms. Beltran explained that 
should the Board wish to have a PD&E done on Monterey Road that it is included in the 
LRTP and the State would be capable of moving forward with that project.  Also 
included is a map of the SIS System which shows all the SIS facilities in the County 
inclusive of the FEC ROW.  She said that she will take questions now and requests a 
recommendation of this LRTP amendment to the MPO Policy Board. 
 
Mr. Dan Parz moved staff’s recommendation.  The motion was seconded by Ms. 
Ann Kagdis.  There were no objections and the motion passed unanimously.   
 

D. FY2018/19 – FY2022/23 LIST OF PROJECT PRIORITIES (LOPP) 
Ms. Beltran advised that this item is also a result of the Board’s direction.  She advised 
that the PD&E study is on the MPO priorities list.  She reminded the committee of the 
“MPO Process” slide that she presents annually to show the cyclical nature of the MPO 
funding process.  She said that the schedule dates are different when the State Legislature 
meets in January.  All FDOT’s deadlines get moved up.  Instead of seeing the LOPPs for 
FY2019-FY2023 in September, the committees will see them during the same meeting as 
the TIP approval.  Ms. Beltran advised that the accelerated schedule throws off staff, and 
meetings would have to be held in July and August, if the committees do not view the 
projects now.  Ms. Beltran advised that these priorities are the result of staff reviewing 
the LRTP, discussing projects with Engineering staff and the local municipalities as well 
as FDOT, resulting in new lists of priorities as is done each year.  She referred to the 
handout “Unfunded Roadways Priorities” table, stating that the first priority is the PD&E 
Study on Monterey Road, noting that on the bottom of the page it reads, “To be funded 
with SIS funds” which is the separate pot of funds as mentioned earlier.  Ms. Beltran said 
that this is a high priority on the Board’s list.  The Monterey PD&E may possibly be 
funded using SIS funds which will answer many of the Board’s questions, such as the 
location for a grade crossing, the environmental and other questions, including the status 
of the previous FDOT PD&E study done in 2001.  That study was mentioned by Mr. 
Weidner earlier.  Marlin Engineering also had helped FDOT update the old study, but 
when a copy of the recent study was requested from FDOT, it was learned that the study 
had not been released.  Ms. Beltran continued that possibly they could learn something 
new that had not been uncovered related to the airport in the original [2001] study.  She 
emphasized that the first project on the priority list will be competing against all the other 
projects. The staff recommendation could be to approve the priorities and request that 
FDOT come make a presentation informing them of the updated information received 
from the prior PD&E concerning Monterey Road at the FEC Railroad Crossing.   
 
Ms. Beltran mentioned the remaining items on the list: Widening of High Meadow 
Avenue from I-95 to Martin Highway; Widening of Cove Road from State Road (SR) 76 
to US 1; Monterey Road and East Ocean Boulevard mid-block crossings to St. Lucie 
Boulevard-with an approved scope addition requested by the City of Stuart for sidewalk 
connections from Kingswood Terrace west to SE Hospital Avenue; Jensen Beach 
Causeway bike facilities from NE Indian River Drive to SR A1A; Willoughby Boulevard 
Extension, a new two lane road from Monterey Road to US 1; Cove Road resurfacing 
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with bike facilities from US 1 to Dixie Highway; and the CR 714 realignment to 
Okeechobee County CR 15B at SR 710.  Ms. Beltran elaborated on the CR 714 project, 
which has been on the MPO’s priority list for a couple of years, explaining that when 
they completed the study to widen SR 710 they included alternatives to connect CR 714 
in FDOT District 4 to CR 15B in Okeechobee County, (FDOT District 1).  Since it is a 
safety issue, it will remain on the MPO’s Priority List for funding if it becomes available.  
Ms. Beltran said that she will move forward to the Transportation Alternative Projects 
(TAP) funds list.  The first two projects have already been funded; they are the SE Bridge 
Road Sidewalk and the NW Dixie Highway Sidewalk Extension.  She advised that the 
committees recently approved the City of Stuart’s Application for the Dixie Highway and 
SE Florida Street Sidewalk Extension and the MPO is waiting to hear from FDOT that it 
is going to be approved.  The final list, Ms. Beltran said, is the List of Public Transit 
Priorities also known as the Program of Projects (POP).  These are for the public transit 
service for Martin County Public Transit (MCPT) also known as “Marty.” Their capital 
funds primarily include Bus Replacement/Expansion.  Ms. Beltran said that she will take 
any questions at this time and she is looking for a motion to approve these three lists. 
 
Mr. John Patteson said that he will provide a motion to approve the FY2018/19 
Lists of Project Priorities with a request that FDOT come make a presentation 
informing of the updated information received from the prior PD&E concerning 
Monterey Road at the FEC Railroad Crossing.  The motion was seconded by Mr. 
Steve Driver.  There were no objections.  The motion passed unanimously 
 

E. MARTIN COUNTY PUBLIC TRANSIT (MCPT) OPERATIONS CENTER 
FEASIBILITY STUDY – DRAFT SCOPE OF SERVICES 
Mr. Ricardo Vazquez advised that in the current adopted UPWP funds were allocated to 
have a Feasibility Study conducted for the Martin County Public Transit (MCPT) 
Operation Center.  He said that in order for Martin County to grow and expand its 
[transit] services, FDOT and MCPT collaborated and determined that it would be in the 
best interest for MCPT to have their own Operations facility.  Mr. Vazquez said that this 
Operations Center would have [bus] maintenance bays, a call center, dispatch services, 
customer service department; all services relating to transit would be housed in this 
facility.  He said that Mr. Jeff Weidner with Marlin Engineering is here to make this 
presentation about the Scope of Services.  Mr. Weidner advised that at the current time, 
MCPT contracts out their service.  He provided a comparison of the difference to owning 
or renting a home, the difference being it is best to own if you are going to be doing it for 
a long time.  Mr. Weidner said that the business plan was presented to the Martin County 
Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) and the number one recommendation was that 
MCPT should consolidate, identify a site to be obtained and owned by the County.  He 
advised that they are putting together a scope of services which will address the site issue.  
He said it will be built using Federal funds so you can’t just get an inexpensive piece of 
property and build on it.  He advised that there is a process that must be followed to 
eliminate concerns as to placing the facility near low income housing, having a property 
with Environmental Justice Issues, or other unsavory locales.  Mr. Weidner said that the 
first part of the study will be to determine the necessary size; identify the number of 
people to be employed there for the Operations/Call/Customer Service Centers; bus 
parking availability for overnight; and size of maintenance facility. Three concepts will 
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be presented for the Master Plan.  Mr. Weidner said we’ll consider size in acres, look into 
vacant properties, Government owned properties, Industrial areas, and we’ll have to look 
at approximately ten proposed sites.  He stated that traffic impacts and access will need to 
be considered.  Mr. Dan Parz inquired as to the types of transportation.  Mr. Weidner said 
buses, vans, cars and other vehicles but not Tri-Rail.  Ms. Beltran clarified that years ago, 
the MPO was looking into a transit facility along the rail which could possibly serve as an 
Amtrak Station but this is not that type of facility; this is a County wide facility or “Hub” 
for bus services and everything related in that field.  Mr. Weidner said that using Federal 
funds a site can’t just be “picked” the process mentioned previously must be followed.  
He mentioned the corridor along Dixie Highway is a great location as well as being near 
the airport.  Ms. Beltran reiterated what Mr. Weidner was saying is that Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) is very strict and funds can only be used for exactly the goods or 
services for which they were obtained.  This Planning study will determine which 
properties would be available and the FTA is strict in environmental matters.  After some 
discussion Ms. Beltran reminded the committee that this is just a feasibility study.  Mr. 
Patteson confirmed that approval of this item is only to approve the study; no land work 
will be performed.  Mr. Weidner advised that the cost of the study is identified in the 
UPWP. Ms. Beltran stated the study is $55,000. 
 
Mr. John Patterson made a motion to approve the Martin County Public Transit 
(MCPT) Operations Center Feasibility Study-Draft Scope of Services.  The motion 
was seconded by Mr. Steven Driver.  There were no objections. The motion passed 
unanimously.  
 

5. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Mr. Patteson mentioned the construction on Kanner Highway between I-95 and Indian 
Street.  He said that Pomeroy Road meets Kanner and runs to US 1.  Mr. Patteson said 
there is a failed development on the west side of Kanner at that juncture, but the arrows 
on the road indicate movement to the left, right or straight; however, straight is not an 
option as the development isn’t there.  Mr. Patteson said that the entryway is in the 
stages of being demolished.  When traffic is congested, he said, people are driving into 
the center [straight] lane but turning left which can be very hazardous.  He suggested 
that the roadway signs be changed to reflect the [second] left turn so that people are 
anticipating vehicles turning into the outside lane on Kanner Highway with the other 
vehicles remaining in their lane.  Ms. Beltran stated that she will mention this to the 
Traffic Division.   
 
Ms. Tsaftarides suggested that a left turn arrow be installed at the intersection of 
Pomeroy and Willoughby as it’s difficult to turn onto Willoughby.  Ms. Beltran said she 
will have this checked out. 
 
Ms. Kagdis mentioned that there are two Pedestrian Crossing signs located on CR707 
[Indian River Drive] which are approximately six months old but they are peeling and 
falling apart due to the proximity to the salt water and need replacing.  Ms. Beltran said 
she would look into it. 
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Ms. Kagdis introduced the Mayor of the Town of Ocean Breeze, Ms. Karen M. Ostrand 
to the committee.  She said that she has expressed the importance of the Town to have a 
seat/voice at the MPO’s meetings.   
 

6. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 
None. 
 

7. NEXT MEETING 
CAC Meeting – September 6, 2017 at 9:00 a.m. 
 

8. ADJOURN 
 
Ms. Ann Kagdis made a motion to adjourn which was seconded by Ms. Tsaftarides.  
The motion passed unanimously and the meeting was adjourned at 10:44 AM. 
 
Recorded and Prepared by: 

 
 
______________________________________________  ________________________ 
Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Specialist III   Date 
 
Approved by: 
 
 
_______________________________________________  _________________________ 
Amy Eason, Chair       Date  
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC) 

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
September 6, 2017 

DUE DATE: 
August 30, 2017 

UPWP#: 
                   4.2 

WORDING: 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (FDOT) PRESENTATION –  
RECONSTRUCTION OF SR76/KANNER HIGHWAY FROM WEST OF PRATT 
WHITNEY ROAD TO JACK JAMES DRIVE 
REQUESTED BY: 
MPO 

PREPARED BY:  
Beth Beltran 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION:   N/A 
 

BACKGROUND 
In February 2015 FDOT staff presented the SR76/Kanner Highway Reconstruction Project to the 
Martin MPO advisory committees and Policy Board.  This project includes the widening of 
Kanner Highway from two-lanes to four-lanes from west of Pratt Whitney Road to SW Jack 
James Drive.  This project also includes a roundabout at the intersection of Kanner Highway and 
Pratt Whitney Road.  Members of the advisory committees and the MPO Board voiced concerns 
about the number of cars in the area traveling to and from the elementary school and high school.  
They also discussed several safety concerns, including the speed of trucks coming from the 
west.  The FDOT project manager told the MPO Board that FDOT would have a public meeting 
addressing both a signalized intersection and a roundabout before coming back for concurrence 
of the project by the Board.  [The widening of this segment of SR76 is not in the MPO’s 2040 
Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP).]  In April 2015 the FDOT project manager sent MPO 
staff an email stating that the project had been delayed.   
 
This project will have a Public Meeting on September 7, 2017 at 5:30 p.m. in the Wolf High-
Technology Building at Indian River State College Chastain Campus. 
 
ISSUES 
On September 6, 2017, FDOT staff will update the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) on the 
Reconstruction Project for SR76/Kanner Highway. 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 
Provide input. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
a. FDOT flyer for Public Meeting – Reconstruction Project for SR76/Kanner Highway  
b. PowerPoint presentation 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5A 
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RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT FOR SR 76 (Kanner Highway)

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), District Four, will conduct a Public Hearing regarding the reconstruction of SR 76 (Kanner 

Highway) from south of CR 711 (Pratt Whitney Road) to SW Jack James Drive.  This project includes the widening and reconstruction of Kanner 

Highway from the existing two-lane roadway to a four-lane roadway with a median. The Design Public Hearing will begin at 5:30 p.m. as an open 

house.  A formal presentation will begin at 6:30 p.m., followed by a comment period. Representatives will be present to offer pertinent information and 

answer questions. Design plans and posters will be available for public viewing. 

PROPOSED ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS JOIN US AT THE PUBLIC HEARING

Thursday, September 7, 2017 starting at 5:30 p.m.

Indian River State College Chastain Campus

Wolf High-Technology Center, Susan H. Johnson Auditorium

2400 SE Salerno Road, Stuart, FL 34997

In the event that the Hearing cannot be held on September 7, 2017 due 

to severe weather or other unforeseen conditions, it will be held on the 

alternate date of September 14, 2017, at the same time and place.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Betsy Jeffers, PE - FDOT Project Manager

Florida Department of Transportation, District Four

3400 W. Commercial Boulevard

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

Phone: 954-777-4061 or Toll Free (866) 336-8435 

Ext. 4061

E-mail: betsy.jeffers@dot.state.fl.us 

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

Construction of the Project is scheduled to Begin: 

Summer 2018 

Construction of the Project is expected to End: 

Spring 2020

Construction Cost Estimate of the Project: 

$10.3 Million 

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION MISSION STATEMENT 

The Department will provide a safe transportation system that ensures the mobility of people and goods, enhances economic prosperity and 

preserves the quality of our  environment and communities. 

Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, age, sex, religion, disability, or family status. Persons who 

require special accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or persons who require translation services (free of 

charge) should contact Betsy Jeffers, PE at least seven (7) days prior to the Public Hearing.

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - DISTRICT FOUR

INVITES YOU TO A PUBLIC HEARING
State Road (SR) 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project

From South of CR 711 (Pratt Whitney Road) 

to SW Jack James Drive

Martin County, Florida

Financial Project ID: 422641-2

• Reconstruct existing roadway from two lanes to four lanes with a 

median.

• Add roundabout at the intersection of Kanner Highway and Pratt 

Whitney Road.

• Add seven foot wide bicycle lanes from CR 711 to SW Locks Rd.

• Add a 12-ft wide shared use path from CR 711 to SW Locks Rd.

SE Salerno Rd

SE Cove Rd

Begin 

Project

End Project

SE Salerno Rd

SE Cove Rd

PUBLIC HEARING LOCATION

Indian River State College 

Chastain Campus 

Wolf High-Technology Center 

Susan H. Johnson Auditorium 

2400 SE Salerno Road

Stuart, FL 34997
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SR 76 Kanner Highway Reconstruction

Travel Lane

Bike Lane Shared Use Path
Sidewalk
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Sunoco

Proposed Roundabout

Kanner Highway Proposed Typical Section - From CR 711 to south of SW Locks Rd.
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 1 

From South of CR 711  (Pratt Whitney Road) to SW Jack James Drive 
Financial Management No: 422641-2 

 
Presentation to the Martin MPO Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) 

September 6, 2017 
 

SR 76 (Kanner Highway) 
Reconstruction Project 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 2 

Project Overview 

SW Locks Rd 

SW 96th St Pratt Whitney Rd 

Widening from South of CR 711 to SW Locks Rd 
• Widen 2 lane roadway to 4 lane roadway with median 
• 7-ft wide bicycle lanes 
• 12-ft wide shared use path on east side 
• 6-ft wide sidewalk on west side 

Resurfacing from SW Locks Rd 
to SW Jack James Dr 

Roundabout at Kanner Hwy 
and Pratt Whitney Rd 

711 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 3 

Proposed Roadway Typical Section 

Segment from South of CR 711 to SW Locks Rd 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 4 

Proposed Roundabout 

Roundabouts: 
• Reduce speeds through an intersection 
• Reduce number of accidents 
• Reduce severity of accidents 
• Improve pedestrian accommodations 
• Improve Level of Service 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 5 

Proposed Roundabout 

 
 

Proven Safety Countermeasure by FHWA 
• 78% reduction in severe crashes 
• 48% reduction in overall crashes 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 6 

Proposed Roundabout 
Visual and geometric features are incorporated 

into the design to ensure that drivers slow down 
before entering the roundabout Advance signage alerts drivers to 

approaching roundabout 

Center island provides visual cue 

Approach curves force drivers to slow down 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 7 

Proposed Roundabout 

Proposed roundabout designed to 
accommodate large 18-wheel trucks and 

school buses 

Truck apron allows 
additional space for over-

sized vehicles 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 8 

Proposed Roundabout 

Dedicated southbound right-turn lane 
provided to accommodate traffic needs 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 9 

Proposed Roundabout 

With pedestrian refuge islands, pedestrians 
only have to cross one lane at a time 

Pedestrian refuge islands 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 10 

Proposed Roundabout 

Bicyclist can utilize crosswalks or command 
a lane through the roundabout 

Example options for 
bicyclists approaching 

from the east 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 11 

Proposed Roundabout 

Proposed roundabout can be restriped for 
additional eastbound lanes, when needed 

Additional EB lanes 
may be needed 10 yrs 

after construction 

Proposed for Construction Ultimate Roundabout Layout 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 12 

Examples of Similar Roundabouts 

There are approximately 350 roundabouts in 
Florida and the number continues to grow 

CR 561 at CR 455, Lake County, FL 
12% trucks, No crashes since 
opened in June 2015 

SR 44 Roundabout, DeLand, FL 
10% trucks, 12,900 AADT 

Maguire Rd, Windermere, FL 
Located adjacent to elementary 
school, operational since 2011 

Windermere 
Elementary 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 13 

Schedule and Cost 

• Begin Construction – Summer 2018 
• End Construction – Spring 2020 
• Estimated Construction Cost - $10.3 million 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 14 

Next Steps 
• Public Hearing scheduled 

for tomorrow, September 
7th, at Indian River State 
College on Salerno Rd 

 
• Results of today’s meeting 

and tomorrow’s Public 
Hearing will be presented 
to MPO Board on 
September 18th 
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SR 76 (Kanner Highway) Reconstruction Project 15 

Contact Information 

Betsy Jeffers, P.E. – FDOT Project Manager 
Florida Department of Transportation, District Four 

(954) 777-4061 
betsy.jeffers@dot.state.fl.us 
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC) 

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
September 6, 2017 

DUE DATE: 
August 30, 2017 

UPWP#: 
                    1.2 

WORDING: 
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM (UPWP)/MPO AGREEMENT 
AMENDMENT 
REQUESTED BY: 
MPO 

PREPARED BY:  
Beth Beltran 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION:   N/A 
 

 
BACKGROUND 
On May 9, 2016, the Martin MPO Policy Board approved the “Metropolitan Planning 
Organization Agreement” between FDOT and the MPO providing for the administration of all 
pass through FHWA Planning (PL) funds to the MPO (see attached).  Exhibit “A” to this 
agreement is the MPO’s FY2016/17-FY2017/18 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) 
document identifying the planning activities budgeted during the next two fiscal years.  The 
funding received by an MPO may be expended only in accordance with an approved UPWP. 
 
The attached pages of the FY2016/17-FY2017/18 UPWP show the changes for this amendment, 
including adding more funds for advertising, added text identifying public outreach for the 
implementation of the MPO’s LRTPs in celebration of Martin MPO’s 25th Anniversary in 2018, 
a Complete Streets Study and maps showing State designated paddling trails as referenced in the 
MPO’s Regional Waterways Plan. 
 
ISSUES 
At the September 6, 2017 Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting, MPO staff will present 
the FY2016/17-FY2017/18 UPWP/MPO Agreement Amendment.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 
Approve the FY2016/17-FY2017/18 UPWP/MPO Agreement Amendment and recommend 
approval by the MPO Board. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

a. MPO Agreement 
b. Pages showing changes for the amended FY2016/17-FY2017/18 UPWP 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5B 
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC) 

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
September 6, 2017 

DUE DATE: 
August 30, 2017 

UPWP#: 
                    4.2 

WORDING: 
FDOT PRESENTATION - SR 714 WIDENING FROM CITRUS BLVD. TO MARTIN 
DOWNS BLVD. 
REQUESTED BY: 
MPO 

PREPARED BY:  
Beth Beltran 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION:   N/A 
 

 
BACKGROUND 
As indicated in the 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), SR 714 will exceed capacity 
between Citrus Blvd. and Martin Downs Blvd. by more than 25% by the year 2040 if no 
improvements are made. As a result, FDOT is preparing a Project Development & Environment 
(PD&E) study for this widening project. A PD&E Study is FDOT’s process to evaluate the 
social, economic and environmental impacts associated with a planned transportation 
improvement project. This project is consistent with the Martin County Comprehensive Growth 
Management Plan and the MPO 2040 LRTP. 
 
ISSUES 
At the September 6, 2017 Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting, FDOT staff will give a 
presentation regarding the PD&E Study for the SR 714/SW Martin Highway Widening Project.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 
This is an information item. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
PowerPoint presentation 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5C 
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Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization 
Presentation

The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by
applicable federal environmental laws for this project are being, or have

been, carried out by FDOT pursuant to 23 U.S.C. § 327 and a
Memorandum of Understanding December 14, 2016 and executed by

FHWA and FDOT.

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
SR-714/SW Martin Highway
from Citrus Boulevard to SW Martin Downs Boulevard
FM Number: 436870-1-22-02
ETDM Number: 14252
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• What is a PD&E Study?

• Purpose and Need for Project

• Project Description & Location

• Engineering Considerations

• Project Alternatives

• Environmental Impacts

• Project Schedule

• Project Cost

Agenda

District 4
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

2
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A PD&E Study is FDOT’s process to evaluate the 
social, economic and environmental impacts 
associated with a planned transportation 
improvement project.

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

What Is A PD&E Study?

Roadway 
Problem Analysis Solution

3
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• Data Collection

• Alternative Development

• Avoid and/or Minimize Impacts

• Alternative Evaluation

• Select Preferred Alternative

• Incorporate Public Involvement/Input

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

What Is A PD&E Study?

4
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• The Class of Action for this project is a State 
Environmental Impact Report (SEIR)

– No Federal Money is being applied

– Approved by the FDOT District Secretary

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

What Is A PD&E Study?

5
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• This project is be conducted using the new 
FDOT State Wide Acceleration Transformation 
(SWAT) process
– Quicker delivery by overlapping PD&E and Design

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

What Is A PD&E Study?

6
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Purpose and Need for Project

• The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 
2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
shows that by 2040 SR-714 will exceed capacity 
by more than 25% if no improvements are made.
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Purpose and Need for Project

• This project will provide additional capacity to SR-
714 from Citrus Blvd. to SW Martin Downs Blvd.

• This project will improve the signalized intersection 
operations at Citrus Blvd. and SW 42nd Ave.
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Purpose and Need for Project

• The project is consistent 
with the Martin County 
Comprehensive Growth 
Management Plan

• The project is consistent 
with the MPO 2040 LRTP
(#4 2018-2022 Priority Project)
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Purpose and Need for Project

• Enhances emergency 
evacuation

• Enhances pedestrian 
and bicycle mobility

10

Study Area
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• SR-714 is a principal east-west arterial linking 
SR-710,  I-95, Florida’s Turnpike, SR-76 and 
US-1 in Martin County

• This project will widen SR-714 from 2-Lanes to 
4-Lanes Divided between Citrus Boulevard and 
SW Martin Downs Boulevard

• The project is approximately one mile in length

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Project Description & Location
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study
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• Access Management – FDOT 
Rule 14-97, F.A.C. (driveways 
and median openings), and 
intersection operations

• Needs to accommodate bicycles, 
pedestrians, and ADA

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Engineering Considerations
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• Coordination with Florida’s Turnpike
– Bridge #890159 (crosses Turnpike right of way)
– Turnpike PD&E (FPID 423374-1; Brian Ribaric PM)
– Turnpike All Electronic Tolling (FPID 431737-1; Josh 

Pedersen PM)

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Engineering Considerations
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• Need to accommodate heavy truck traffic 
between I-95 and Florida’s Turnpike, and 
accessing the industrial uses along the roadway

• Right of way impacts and environmental 
concerns

• Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
Considerations

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Engineering Considerations
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• SW Deggeller Court 
and SW Leighton 
Farm Avenue 
intersection 
realignment

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Engineering Considerations
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• Drainage requirements

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Engineering Considerations

17

• SFWMD
South Fork of the St. Lucie 
River Water Use Permit 
(Dewatering/Irrigation)

• Martin County
If discharge into Bessey or 
Danforth Creeks, or tie into 
basin to the east

• US-ACOE
Section 404 Dredge & Fill
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Approach to Roadway Design

• Utility Coordination
- AT&T (Easement on SR-714)

- FP&L Overhead

- FP&L Pipe Line (Easement)

- Florida Gas Transmission (FGT) 
and Easement  

- Turnpike ITS

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Engineering Considerations
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Approach to Roadway Design
District IV

FM # 436870-1-22-02
SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Engineering Considerations
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SR-714 Overpass Widening SR-714 Overpass Twin Bridges

SR-714 Overpass Replacement
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Project Alternatives

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

20

No Build
(Existing Typical Section)

Build
(Typical Section)
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

21

Traffic and Level of Service (LOS)
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study
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Traffic and Level of Service (LOS)
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

23

Leighton Farm Avenue Realignment Alternatives

N
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Leighton Farm Avenue Realignment Alternatives

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study
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N
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

25

Proposed Stormwater Management System

N
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study
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Proposed Stormwater Management System

N
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

27

Proposed Build Alternative

Directional 
Median Opening N

Pond Pond
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

28

Proposed Build Alternative

Full Median 
Opening

Conventional 4-Leg Intersection

Bridge Widening

N

Pond

Pond
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Proposed Right of Way

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

29
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Proposed Right of Way

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

30
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The project was developed in consideration of 
detailed environmental analyses to avoid and 
minimize impacts to the environment and the 
community.

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Environmental Impacts

31
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• The analyses included:

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Environmental Impacts

- Wetlands  
- Wildlife and Habitat
- Cultural Resources

- Contamination 
- Social Environment
- Noise and Air analyses
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Environmental Impacts

33

No designated critical 
habitat for any of the 
potential plant or animal 
species is present within 
the project corridor. 
Therefore, the project will 
not adversely affect any 
designated critical 
habitat.
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Contamination

34

• 9 Medium Risk Sites were identified in the 
corridor

• 1 High Risk Site was identified in the corridor

• There is no evidence of contamination that 
would prevent construction of the Build 
Alternative
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District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

PD&E Project Schedule

35

• Study Began:  August 2016
• Public Kick-Off Meeting: 1-26-17
• Alternatives Public Workshop: 4-6-17
• Public Hearing Scheduled: 10-26-17
• FDOT Approval Anticipated: 12-23-17
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• Design:  On-Going
• Right of Way: Funded FY 18/19 ($3.85M*)
• Construction: Funded FY 20/21 ($18.15M*)

* To Be Refined

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

PD&E Project Cost

36
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Thank You !

37

District IV
FM # 436870-1-22-02

SR-714/SW Martin Highway
PD&E Study

Your Comments and Concerns 
are Solicited!

Your Comments and Concerns 
are Solicited!

Maria Formoso , PE, PMP
FDOT Project Manager

FDOT District 4 
3400 West Commercial Boulevard

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
Tel: 954-777-4677

Email: maria.formoso@dot.state.fl.us
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